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Introduction
The Internet has greatly expanded business activities and
increased commercial opportunities across the world.' As the
number of transactions conducted over the Internet has
grown exponentially, nonprofit corporations have become
cognizant of the potentially large consequences that e-
commerce may have on their fundraising efforts. As a result,
nonprofit organizations have tapped into the Internet's
potential and successfully established their own registered
web sites to expand their fundraising methods and revenue
sources.2 These new online fundraising opportunities have,
however, created new potential tax liabilities. It still remains
unclear how the Internal Revenue Service ("IRS") and
Treasury Department will regard charitable online
fundraising activities.
The discussion of the recently proposed regulations
relating to the tax treatment of sponsorship payments
received by exempt organizations provides that "[these
proposed regulations do not specifically address the Internet
activities of exempt organizations."' Instead, the "IRS and
Treasury Department are reviewing the application of existing
tax laws governing exempt organizations, including the
Unrelated Business Income Tax ("UBIT") rules, to Internet
activities."4 In particular, the IRS has requested comments
"on the application of the rules governing periodicals and
trade shows.., to an exempt organization's Internet sites,
and on whether providing a link to a sponsor's Internet site is
advertising .... .' Accordingly, until the final regulations are
published, charities conducting online fundraising must deal
with considerable uncertainty about the unrelated business
1. See Margaret Graham Tebo, Fil/ing "E-Carts" with Caution: Business
Law Section Helps Online Shoppers Avoid Problems, A.B.A. J., January 2000, at
89, 89. Consumer transactions over the Internet totaled about $4 billion in
1997 and that figure is projected to increase to $180 billion by 2002.
2. See Paul Demko & Jennifer Moore, Charities Put the Web to Work,
CHRON. PHILANTHROPY, Oct. 8, 1998, at 1.
3. Taxation of Tax-Exempt Organizations' Income From Corporate
Sponsorship, 65 Fed. Reg. 11,012, 11,015 (2000).
4. Id.
5. Id.
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income tax and compliance obligation issues. This article will
provide an overview of the tax issues affecting some principal
online fundraising activities and suggest tax-planning
opportunities to avoid the UBIT in anticipation of the position
the Treasury and IRS will take toward online fundraising
activities.
I
The Unrelated Business Income Tax
The UBIT is generally imposed on the income derived
from profit-seeking activities that are regularly carried on by
a nonprofit organization if those profit-seeking activities are
not substantially related to the organization's exempt
purpose. The UBIT applies to virtually all nonprofit
organizations otherwise exempt from tax under Internal
Revenue Code ("IRC") section 501(a)7 at normal corporate
income tax rates.8 The Treasury Regulations ("regulations")
require three conditions to be met before an activity will be
classified as an unrelated trade or business.9
The first condition is whether the nonprofit organization
is engaged in a "trade or business.""0 The regulations provide
that a trade or business includes "any activity carried on for
the production of income from the sale of goods or
performance of services.""
The second condition is whether a nonprofit
organization's trade or business is "regularly carried on."
12
This condition considers the "frequency and continuity with
which the activities productive of the income are conducted
6. See I.R.C. § 512(a)(1) (1999); see alsoTreas. Reg. § 1.513-1(b) (2000).
7. Seeid.§511(a)(2) (1998).
8. See id. § 511(a)(1) (providing that the UBIT is taxed as provided in
section 11.) Corporate income tax rates are computed as provided in I.R.C. §
11(b) and range from 15% on the first $50,000 of taxable income to 35% for
taxable income that exceeds $10,000,000. See I.R.C. § 11 (b) (2000).
9. See Treas. Reg. § 1.513-1(a) (2000) (providing that an activity will be
classified as an unrelated trade or business if: (1) the activity is a "trade or
business" (2) the activity is "regularly carried on" and (3) the conduct of the
activity is not "substantially related" to an organization's exempt purposes,
other than its need for funds derived from the activity.)
10. See id
11. Id. § 1.513-1(b) (2000).
12. See id. § 1.513-1(a).
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and the manner in which they are pursued.' 3 Accordingly, a
nonprofit organization will not be subject to the UBIT if it only
briefly conducts the sort of income-producing activity which a
taxable business conducts on a year-round basis.4 If an
income-producing activity is normally only undertaken by a
for-profit organization on a "seasonal" basis, then comparable
activities by a nonprofit organization will be deemed the
regular conduct of a trade or business.'5
The third condition is whether the activity of a trade or
business is "substantially related" to the nonprofit
organization's exempt purpose.'6 The regulations require "an
examination between the business activities which generate
the particular income in question" and the nonprofit
organization's exempt purpose. 7 A trade or business is
related to a nonprofit organization's exempt purpose when
there is a substantial causal relationship that requires the
activity to "contribute importantly" to the accomplishment of
the exempt purpose.' The "facts and circumstances" of each
case determine whether the activities contribute importantly
to the exempt purpose, with particular consideration given to
the size and extent of the activity.'" Therefore, if activities are
conducted on a scale larger than "reasonably necessary" to
carry out an exempt purpose, the excess constitutes
unrelated business taxable income.
The regulations provide that the primary purpose of the
UBIT is "to eliminate a source of unfair competition by
placing the unrelated business activities of certain exempt
organizations upon the same tax basis as non-exempt
endeavors with which they compete."20 Accordingly, because
the UBIT is directed at the problem of unfair competition,
13. Id..§ 513-1(c)(1) (2000).
14. See id. § 1.513-1(c)(2)(i) (2000) ("[Flor example, the operation of a
sandwich stand by a hospital auxiliary for only 2 weeks at a state fair would not
be the regular conduct of a trade or business.")
15. See id. ("[F]or example, the operation of a track for horse racing for
several weeks of a year will be considered the regular conduct of trade or
business because it is usual to carry on such trade or business only during a
particular season.")
16. See id. § 1.513-1(a) (2000).
17. See id. § 1.513-1(d)(1) (2000).
18. See id. § 1.513-I(d)(2) (2000).
19. See id. §§ 1.513-1(d)(2), 1.513-1(d)(3) (2000).
20. Id. § 1.153-1 (b) (2000).
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most forms of passive investment income, which include




Corporate Sponsorship on the Internet
The treatment of corporate sponsor payments to
nonprofit organizations is addressed in IRC section 513(i),
which provides a safe harbor from the UBIT for "qualified
sponsorship payments." Payments that a nonprofit
corporation receives from corporate sponsors are "qualified
sponsorship payments" if there is no arrangement or
expectation that the nonprofit organization will provide a
substantial return benefit other than the "use or
acknowledgement" of the corporate sponsor's name or logo.
22
The exclusion does not extend, however, to "advertising" the
sponsors products and services.23  Accordingly, an
"acknowledgement" cannot contain the indicia of
"advertising," defined as including "qualitative or comparative
language, price information, or other indications of savings or
value, an endorsement, or an inducement to purchase, sell,
or use such products or services."24
The proposed regulations distinguish "advertising," which
is an unrelated trade or business activity, from
"acknowledgements," which do not result in UBIT.25 The
proposed regulations define advertising as, "any message or
other programming material which is broadcast or otherwise
transmitted, displayed or distributed, and which promotes or
markets any trade or business, or any service, facility or
21. See I.R.C. § 512(b) (1999) (containing many "modifications" that exempt
virtually all forms of passive income from the UBIT1).
22. See I.R.C. § 513(i)(2)(A) (1999) (A "qualified sponsorship payment" is
defined as "any payment made by any person engaged in a trade or business
with respect to which there is no arrangement or expectation that such person
will receive any substantial return benefit other than the use or
acknowledgement of the name or logo (or product lines) of such person's trade




25. See Prop. Treas. Reg. §§ 1.513-4(c)(2)(iv), 1.513-4(c)(2)(iii), Taxation of
Tax-Exempt Organizations' Income From Corporate Sponsorship, 65 Fed. Reg.
11,012, 11,017 (2000).
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product."26 Acknowledgements, on the other hand, are treated
as the mere recognition of a corporate contributor, which
identify the sponsor instead of promoting the sponsor's
products or services.27 Acknowledgements may contain
"[logos and slogans that are an established part of a payor's
identity," but may not contain "qualitative or comparative
descriptions of the payor's products, services, facilities or
company..28
A. The Unrelated Business Income Tax Consequences of
Corporate Sponsorship on the Internet.
One common corporate sponsorship arrangement with
nonprofit organizations is an agreement by the corporate
sponsor to make a contribution to the nonprofit organization
in exchange for the nonprofit organization's agreement to
provide "hyperlinks" and "running banners" with the
corporate sponsor's logos on its web site.29 Under the three-
prong UBIT test, such an arrangement between a corporate
sponsor and a nonprofit organization will be classified as an
unrelated trade or business. °
First, a nonprofit organization's sale of both hyperlinks
and running banners to a corporate sponsor will be a trade or
business because such a sale is an activity carried on for
production of income from the performance of services.3
Second, the hyperlinks will satisfy the "regularly carried
on test" because they will be continuously displayed and
comparable to other hyperlinks on for-profit web sites.2 Even
the running banners, which flash intermittently, will satisfy
the "regularly carried on" test because their frequency and
continuity will be indistinguishable from running banners
operated on for-profit web sites. 3 Additionally, both the
26. Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.513-4(c)(2)(iv), Taxation of Tax-Exempt
Organizations' Income From Corporate Sponsorship, 65 Fed. Reg. at 11,017.
27. See Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.513-4(c)(2)(iii), Taxation of Tax-Exempt
Organizations' Income From Corporate Sponsorship, 65 Fed. Reg. at 11,017.
28. Id.
29. See e.g., Demko, supra note 2.
30. SeeTreas. Reg. § 1.513-1(a).
31. See id. § 1.513-1(b).
32. See id. § 1.513-1(c)(1).
33. See Treas. Reg. § 1.513-1(c)(2)(ii) ("In determining whether or not
intermittently conducted activities are regularly carried on, the manner of
conduct of the activities must be compared with the manner in which
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hyperlinks and running banners will be "regularly carried on"
because they will be "systematically and consistently
promoted and carried on" the nonprofit organization's web
site.34
Third, hyperlinks and running banners with the logos of
the corporate sponsor will not be substantially related to the
nonprofit organization's exempt function,35 nor "contribute
importantly" to the accomplishment of the purposes for which
a nonprofit organization's exemption is granted.36 Even if the
corporate sponsor's contribution was made to further a
nonprofit organization's exempt function, this will not make
the advertisements substantially related to that function,
regardless of a nonprofit organization's need for the income or
the use it will make of the profits." Therefore, a nonprofit
organization's sale of hyperlinks and running banners to a
corporate sponsor will constitute an unrelated trade or
business under IRC section 513 unless the sale is carefully
structured to avoid this consequence.
B. The Best Methods to Avoid the Unrelated Business Income
Tax Consequences of Corporate Sponsorship on the
Internet.
Although the proposed regulations distinguish between
advertising and acknowledgements, they do not specifically
address the Internet activities of exempt organizations.38
Consequently, it remains unsettled whether a nonprofit
organization is subject to the UBIT if it accepts a corporate
sponsor's contribution in exchange for its agreement to
provide running banners or hyperlinks on its web site.
Nevertheless, there are two existing modifications that a
nonprofit corporation planning to accept online corporate
sponsorship payments could use that will allow it to avoid the
UBIT. Additionally, because the final version of IRC section
513(i)(3) does not include the "tainting rule,"3 9 to the extent
commercial activities are normally pursued by nonexempt organizations.")
34. Id.
35. See I.R.C. § 513(a) (1999).
36. See Treas. Reg. § 1.513-1(d)(2).
37. See I.R.C. § 513(a).
38. See Taxation of Tax-Exempt Organizations' Income From Corporate
Sponsorship, 65 Fed. Reg. 11,012, 11,015 (2000).
39. The tainting rule would have provided that "if any activities, messages,
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that a portion of a payment will be a qualified sponsorship
payment, rather than a payment for advertising, that portion
will be treated as a separate payment.4" Therefore, if a
corporate sponsor's contribution entitles it to both product
advertising and the acknowledgement of its logo on a
nonprofit organization's web site, then under IRC section
513(i)(3) the amount of the corporate sponsor's payment that
exceeds the fair market value of its product advertising will
not be UBIT.41
The first modification that a nonprofit organization can
make to avoid the UBIT is to coordinate the corporate
sponsor's advertisement with the editorial content of its web
site. In United States v. American College of Physicians, the
United States Supreme Court held that a nonprofit
organization could control "its publication of advertisements
in such a way as to reflect an intention to contribute
importantly to its educational functions."43 The Court stated
that "[bly coordinating the content of the advertisements with
the editorial content of the issue, or by publishing only
advertisements reflecting new developments [in the field]" a
nonprofit corporation could "satisfy the stringent standards
erected by Congress and the Treasury."" If for example, a
nonprofit organization's exempt purpose were to encourage
and improve venture capitalism, the nonprofit corporation
could coordinate its editorials on encouraging venture
capitalism with hyperlinks or running banners for Fortune
Magazine. This modification will satisfy IRC section 513(a)
and the regulations because the hyperlinks and running
banners will contribute importantly to the nonprofit
corporation's educational purposes, and therefore, the
nonprofit corporation will not have any UBIT.
The second modification that a nonprofit corporation can
make to avoid the UBIT is to structure its arrangement with
or programming material constituted advertising .... that all related activities,
messages, or programming material... would be considered advertising."
40. See I.R.C. § 513(i)(3) (1999) (providing "[fior purposes of this subsection,
to the extent that a portion of a payment will (if made as a separate payment) be
a qualified sponsorship, such portion of such payment and the other portion of
such payment shall be treated as separate payments.") Id.
41. See td.
42. 475 U.S. 834 (1986).
43. Id. at 849.
44. IA at 849-50.
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the corporate sponsor as an "acknowledgement" rather than
as "advertising." 5 There is no "event requirement" in IRC
section 513(1), but the proposed regulations mainly discuss
the treatment of corporate sponsorship payments as
acknowledgements within the context of events .46 Accordingly,
even though IRC section 513(i) does not have an event
requirement, a nonprofit organization should have the
corporation sponsor some event, such as an online auction,
to further certify that its arrangement is structured as an
acknowledgement. A nonprofit organization can then accept
the corporate sponsor's contribution as "mere recognition" of
the corporate sponsor's payment, which will be incidental to
its receipt and not be of sufficient benefit to give rise to
UBIT.
47
A nonprofit organization could structure its arrangement
to provide running banners or hyperlinks on its web site as
an acknowledgement, rather than'advertising, if the banners
or hyperlinks merely contained the sponsor's logos rather
than promoting their products.4 ' However, hyperlinks to the
corporate sponsor's web sites will remain problematic.
Although hyperlinks may include sponsor logos that do not
contain comparative or qualitative descriptions of the
sponsor's products, services, facilities or company, the
corporate sponsor's web site, which the hyperlinks connect
the user to, almost always contain qualitative or comparative
language or price information. Consequently, in most
circumstances, hyperlinks are indicia of advertising because
they connect the user to the corporate sponsor's web site. °
45. See Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.513-4(c)(2)(iii), Taxation of Tax-Exempt
Organizations' Income From Corporate Sponsorship, 65 Fed. Reg. 11,012,
11,017 (2000).
46. See Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.513-4(0l, Taxation of Tax-Exempt
Organizations' Income From Corporate Sponsorship, 65 Fed. Reg. at 11,018
(providing examples Illustrating acknowledgments in the context of events such
as a marathon and walkathon, an art exhibition, a sports tournament, and an
annual college football game.)
47. See Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.513-4(c)(2)(iii), Taxation of Tax-Exempt
Organizations' Income From Corporate Sponsorship, 65 Fed. Reg. at 11,017.
48. See id.
49. See icL
50. See Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.513-4(c)(2)(iv), Taxation of Tax-Exempt
Organizations' Income From Corporate Sponsorship, 65 Fed. Reg. at 11,017
(advertising "includes messages containing qualitative or comparative language,
price information or other indications of savings or value, an endorsement, or
HASTINGS COMM/ENT L.J. [VOL. 22:301
Assuming that a nonprofit organization's running
banners are acknowledgements and its hyperlinks are
advertising, the corporation's contribution payment will
entitle it to both product advertising and the
acknowledgement of its logo by the nonprofit organization.
However, under IRC section 513(1)(3), the amount of the
corporate sponsor's payment that exceeds the fair market
value of its product advertising is not taxable.1
If the hyperlinks are advertising, a nonprofit corporation
will have UBIT at corporate income rates in IRC section
11(b) 2 In such an event, a nonprofit corporation should try
to allocate as many of its expenses as possible to this activity
to offset the UBIT income.53 For example, if the hyperlinks are
within the larger context of the nonprofit organization web
site, then business expenses, losses, and other "directly
connected" expenses will be allowed to offset UBIT income
from the corporate sponsor's contribution. 4 In order for
expenses to be "directly connected" with an unrelated trade or
business, they must usually have a "proximate and primary
relationship" to that business.55
A "proximate and primary relationship" is satisfied in two
situations: (1) when the expenses are attributable solely to an
unrelated business, in which case they are fully deductible;56
or (2) when the expenses are attributable to a dual use of
facilities or employees, which requires an allocation between
the trade or business and exempt function activities. 7
Therefore, if a nonprofit organization uses the same
employees for administering both the running banners and
the hyperlinks, the employees' compensation must be
allocated on a reasonable basis, and the amount allocated to
an inducement to purchase, sell, or use any company, service, facility or
product.")
51. See I.R.C. § 513(t)(3) (1999).
52. See I.R.C. § 511(a)(1).
53. See I.R.C. § 512(a)(1) (defining the base on which the UBIT is computed
as "the gross income derived by any organization from any unrelated trade or
business (as defined in section 513) regularly carried on by it," less allocatable
deductions for business expenses, losses, depreciation and other items "directly
connected" with the unrelated business.)
54. See id.
55. SeeTreas. Reg. § 1.512(a)-l(a) (2000).
56. See Ld. § 1.512(a)-l(b).
57. See id. § 1.512(a)-I(c).
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the hyperlinks will then be deemed "directly connected."
III
E-mail List Rentals
A. The Unrelated Business Income Tax Consequences of E-
mail List Rentals.
Many charities that have gone online have set up a free
and simple registration process for people to access their web
sites. The resulting e-mail lists can become very valuable,
and a nonprofit organization may, like many for-profit
organizations, consider renting these lists in order to generate
more revenue.
The income a nonprofit organization will earn from
renting its e-mail list will be income from an unrelated trade
or business under the three-prong UBIT test.5 8 First, a
nonprofit organization's rental of its e-mail list will be a trade
or business because it is an activity carried on for production
of income.59 Second, a nonprofit organization's rental or sale
of its e-mail list will satisfy the "regularly carried on test"
because it is an income-producing activity comparable to the
normal rental of e-mail lists by for-profit organizations. °
Third, the rental of e-mail lists will not be substantially
related to the nonprofit organization's exempt function," nor
"contribute importantly" to the accomplishment of the
purposes for which a nonprofit organization's exemption is
granted under "the facts and circumstances involved. 6 2 Even
if the revenue from the rental of e-mail lists to other
organizations were used to further a nonprofit organization's
exempt function, this will not make the rental of the e-mail
lists substantially related to that function regardless of a
nonprofit organization's need for the income or the use it will
make of the profits for its exempt functions.6 3 Therefore, a
nonprofit organization's rental of its e-mail lists to other
organizations will constitute an unrelated trade or business
58. See id. § 1.513-1(a).
59. See id. § 1.513-1(b)(2).
60. SeeTreas. Reg. § 1.513-1(c)(2)(ii) (2000).
61. See I.R.C. § 513(a) (1999).
62. Treas. Reg. § 1.513-1(d)(2).
63. See I.R.C. § 513(a).
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under IRC section 513.
Although such rentals will constitute an unrelated trade
or business, the tax consequences will depend on whether
this income falls within the IRC's royalty exclusion." IRC
section 512(b)(2) provides that "all royalties" and "all
deductions directly contributed with such income" are
excluded from UBIT .
In Sierra Club, Inc. v. Commissioner86, the Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit held that "under [IRC section]
512(b)(2) 'royalties' are payments for the right to use
intangible property.",7 The court concluded that the royalty
exclusion under IRC section 512(b) broadly extends to income
received for the use of valuable intellectual property rights.68
Accordingly, a nonprofit organization's rental of its e-mail list
will fall within the royalty exclusion because it is intangible
property, over which the nonprofit organization has exclusive
ownership rights, including the right to all net income derived
from it.
The court, however, limited its broad interpretation of
royalties under IRC section 512(b) by further holding that "a
royalty is by definition 'passive' and thus cannot include
compensation for services rendered by the owner of the
property." 9 Therefore, a distinction exists between payments
for services and payments for the right to use an intangible
property right. Accordingly, the income from agreements that
"require the personal services of the organization's members
in connection with the endorsed products and services" are
not royalty income; thus, this income is subject to the UBIT.7°
Therefore, in order for a nonprofit organization to exclude the
income received from its e-mail list as "royalties," it must
have the business activities performed by hired entities and
not by its own employees. However, a nonprofit organization
could set the rates for the rental of its e-mail lists and also
retain the rights to review requests to rent the lists and to
64. See I.R.C. § 512(b).
65. I.R.C. § 512(b)(2).
66. 86 F.3d 1526 (9th Cir. 1996).
67. Id. at 1532.
68. See id. at 1531.
69. Id. at 1532; see also Rev. Rul. 81-178, 1981-2 C.B. 135 (providing, by
definition, that "royalties do not include payments for personal services.")
70. Rev. Rul. 81-178, 1981-2 C.B. 135.
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approve the proposed e-mail material and schedule for the e-
mailing.
71
B. The Best Arrangement to Avoid the Unrelated Business
Income Tax Consequences of E-mail List Rentals.
In light of the Sierra Club distinction between payments
for services and payments for the right to use an intangible
property, the best way for a nonprofit organization to avoid
exposure to the UBIT will be to hire entities to perform the
services relating to the rental of its e-mail lists so that the
income from the e-mail lists will be royalty income and not
payment for services. Although Sierra Club dealt with the
rental of mailing lists, a nonprofit organization should follow
the same arrangement that Sierra Club, Inc., ("Sierra Club")
used in order to ensure that its activities with regard to its e-
mail lists are "less substantial than the activities other courts
have found to prevent a claim that income was royalty
income."73 First, a nonprofit organization should retain a
computer service bureau to maintain and update the list by
adding new names and removing stale ones.74 Second, a
nonprofit organization should retain list managers to
administer and oversee the external uses of its list.75 The list
managers should handle all of the promotions, solicitations,
personal sales calls, advertising and seminars related to the
e-mail list.76 The computer service bureau should then bill the
list managers for their services and the list managers should
in turn bill the list renter for these costs. 77 Third, a nonprofit
organization should use a list broker to arrange for the rental
on behalf of the list user.7
If a nonprofit organization follows this arrangement, its
71. See Sierra Club, 86 F.3d at 1535.
72. See id. at 1536 ("Sierra Club did not itself perform the services relating
to the rental of mailing lists. Nor did it market the mailing lists. It did nothing
more than collect a fee for the rental of its mailing lists. Thus, Sierra Club's
activities with regard to the mailing list rentals were far less substantial than
the activities other courts have found to prevent a claim that income was
royalty income.").
73. See id.




78. See id. at 1528.
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activities with regard to its e-mail lists will be "less
substantial than the activities other courts have found to
prevent a claim that income was royalty income."79 Under
such an arrangement, the income a nonprofit organization
receives from the rental of its e-mail lists will be royalty
income and not payment for services, and will therefore be
excluded as UBIT. °
IV
Online Fundraising Auctions
A. The Unrelated Business Tax Problems Affecting Online
Fundraising Auctions.
With the tremendous popularity of online auction sites,
such as eBay Inc., many charities have established web sites
with auction capabilities to sell everything from hi-tech
products and memorabilia to wine, art, and dinners with local
celebrities.8 ' A nonprofit organization can normally structure
its online auction so that it does not raise any problems
under the three-prong UBIT test for an unrelated trade or
business. 2 Even though a nonprofit organization's online
auction will meet the first condition of being a "trade or
business" because that activity will be carried on for money
from the sale of goods, 3 a nonprofit organization could
structure its online auction so that it will not satisfy the two
remaining conditions .84
A nonprofit organization's online auction meets the first
condition of being a trade or business because it is an activity
carried on for money from the sale of goods.8" Additionally, a
nonprofit organization's online auction will not normally be
excluded from the definition of a trade or business under the
79. Id. at 1536.
80. See id. at 1532.
81. See generally Gregory S. Shatan & Johanna L. Werbach, Going, Going,
Gone Legal Issues to Ponder in Running Online Auctions, MULTIMEDIA STRATEGIST,
July 1999, at 1 ("With the tremendous success of online auction sites such as
eBay, companies of all kinds have added auction capabilities to their Internet
web sites in order to attract users and add excitement.").
82. SeeTreas. Reg. § 1.513-1(a) (2000).
83. See id. § 1.513-1(b).
84. See id.
85. See id. § 1.513-1(b).
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exception for any trade or business that sells donated
merchandise.86  Under the regulations, a nonprofit
organization's sale of merchandise through an online auction
will not qualify under the donated merchandise exception
because this exception was only meant to apply to "thrift
shops" operated by exempt organizations that accept
contributed "old clothes, books, furniture, et cetera."87
Even though the auction will constitute a trade or
business, a nonprofit organization's plans to conduct an
online auction will not satisfy the second condition if the
auction is not "regularly carried on."88 An online auction will
not be "regularly carried on" if it only lasts a few weeks and is
not conducted on a year-round basis.89 Therefore, as long as a
nonprofit organization does not conduct the auction on a
year-round basis, the auction will not constitute the regular
conduct of a trade or business and will not be classified as an
unrelated trade or business. °
A nonprofit organization will not meet the third condition
if it structures its online auction to be "substantially related"
to its exempt purposes.9" Museums have successfully argued
that their cafeterias are substantially related to their exempt
purposes if visitors must go through the museum to get to
the cafeteria because their cafeterias help to attract visitors
and encourage visitors to spend more time at the exhibits.
Similarly, a nonprofit organization should make a simple
registration process a prerequisite to its online auction so
that potential bidders will have to navigate through the
nonprofit organization's web site to participate in the online
auction. Therefore, a nonprofit organization should be able to
successfully argue that its online auction is substantially
related to its exempt purposes because it has encouraged
visitors to spend time on its web site.92
86. See I.R.C. § 513(a)(3) (1999).
87. SeeTreas. Reg. § 1.513-1(e)(3) (2000).
88. See id. § 1.513-1(c).
89. See id. § 1.513-1(c)(2)(1).
90. See id.
91. SeeTreas. Reg. § 1.513-1(a) (2000).
92. See Ad.
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B. The Extent of Tax-Deductibility of Donated Online Auction
Items and Amounts Paid by Successful Bidders Under
Internal Revenue Code Section 170.
Assuming that a nonprofit organization is an IRC section
501(c)(3) public nonprofit organization, it will qualify to
receive tax-deductible gifts for federal income tax purposes
under IRC section 170(c)(2)(B),93 and tax-deductible gifts for
federal estate and gift tax purposes under IRC sections
2055(a) and 2522(a).94 Additionally, if a nonprofit organization
obtains a favorable determination under IRC section 170(c)
from the IRS to be included in the IRS's Publication 78 or
"The Cumulative List," then donors can rely upon the
Cumulative List until the Service publishes a formal notice of
revocation or change of classification.9 5 Individual taxpayers
may deduct charitable contributions only in the year in which
they are paid, regardless of the method of accounting or the
date on which the contribution is pledged.9 6 Placing the
contributed property beyond the dominion and control of the
donor constitutes payment.97 Therefore, a cash contribution
made by check is effective as of the date it is mailed, even if it
is not received and deposited until the following day. 98 A
credit card payment is deductible when the charge is made to
the donor's account, not when the donor pays the bank.' 9
However, pledges will not constitute payment for purposes of
93. See I.R.C. § 170(c)(2)(B) (1999).
94. See I.R.C. §§ 2055(a), 2522(a) (1999).
95. See Rev. Proc. 82-39, 1982-1 C.B. 759, § 3.01 ("Where an organization
listed in or covered by Publication No. 78 ceases to qualify as an organization,
contributions to which are deductible under section 170 of the Code and the
[IRS] subsequently revokes a ruling or a determination letter previously issued
to it, contributions made to the organization by persons unaware of the change
in the status of the organization generally will be considered allowable if made
on or before the date of an appropriate public announcement, such as
publication in the Internal Revenue Bulletin, stating that contributions are no
longer deductible").
96. See Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-1(a) (2000).
97. See id. § 1.170A-1(e) (providing, in part, "no deduction is allowable
unless the possibility that the charitable transfer will not become effective is so
remote as to be negligible.").
98. See Ad. § 1.170A- 1(b) ('The unconditional delivery or mailing of a check
which subsequently clears in due course will constitute an effective
contribution on the date of delivery or mailing.").
99. See Rev. Rul. 78-38, 1978-1 C.B. 67.
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the charitable deduction.'00 A deduction is allowable only
when the pledge is satisfied or the note is paid.10 1
Generally, donors to a nonprofit organization's online
auction can take a full market value deduction for gifts of
tangible property such as hi-tech products, memorabilia,
wine and art1 °2 However, a reduction rule applies if the
donated tangible personal property is not used by the
nonprofit organization in the conduct of its exempt
purposes.' 3 If the reduction rule applies, then the donated
item must be reduced by the amount of long-term capital
gain that the donor would have recognized if the property had
been sold for its fair market value rather than contributed.'
0 4
Even if a nonprofit organization could use some of the
donated items for its exempt purposes, the "reduction rule"
will still apply because in most cases the donors could
"reasonably anticipate" that a nonprofit organization will sell
the property through its online auction rather than use it for
its exempt function.0 5 Accordingly, the "reduction rule" will
apply to the donation of items such as hi-tech products,
memorabilia, wine and art if a nonprofit organization will not
use these items in the conduct of its exempt purposes.'o6
If the reduction rule applies, the donated auction items
will be treated as ordinary income property. The charitable
deduction will be limited to the donor's basis in the
contributed property, rather than to the full fair market value
deduction normally available for gifts of tangible personal
property.' 7 However, if the "reduction rule" does apply, then
one small consolation is that the gifts will not be subject to
the thirty-percent limitation on gifts of capital gain property,
100. See Rev. Rul. 68-174, 1968-1 C.B. 81.
101. SeeTreas. Reg. § 1.170A-1(a) (2000).
102. See Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-1(c)(1) ("[Ifi a charitable contribution is made
In property other than money, the amount of the contribution is the fair market
value the property at the time of the contribution").
103. See I.R.C. § 170(e)(1)(A) (providing that the amount of any charitable
contribution of property shall be reduced by the amount of gain that will not
have been long-term capital gain if the property had been sold by the taxpayer
at its fair market value).
104. See id.
105. See Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-4(b)(3)(ii).
106. See I.R.C. §§ 170(e)(1)(A); 170(e)(1)(B) (providing for reduction for
unrelated exempt purposes).
107. See I.R.C. § 170(e)(1)(A).
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but rather to the fifty-percent limitation applicable to
ordinary income property. 0 Therefore, a nonprofit
organization must be careful not to erroneously advise in
advertisements or solicitations that the entire amounts paid
for auctioned items are tax deductible.
Furthermore, donors that give ordinary income property
to a nonprofit organization's online auction may only deduct
their cost of that property.1 0 9 However, these charitable gifts
will not be subject to the special thirty-percent limitation that
applies to most gifts of capital gain property.110 Ordinary
income property is property that, if sold by the donor for its
fair market value, will result in ordinary income or short-term
capital gain. "' For example, hi-tech products, memorabilia
and wine will be ordinary income property if they are
inventory, "dealer property" held primarily for sale to
customers in the ordinary course of that donor's trade or
business, or capital assets held for one year or less. 112 Art will
also be ordinary income property if it is created by the
donor."3 Donors must itemize their deductions to get any tax
benefit from their charitable contributions and then exceed
the two-percent floor for miscellaneous deductions."4
The amounts paid by successful bidders will be tax-
deductible if made with "donative intent," but not if the
transferor receives a quid pro quo."' Under Commissioner of
Internal Revenue v. Duberstein, the requisite donative intent is
present if the transfer is made out of "detached and
disinterested generosity."'16 Additionally, under United States
v. American Bar Endowmen"17, a payment of "money generally




111. See Treas. Reg. § 1. 170A-4(b)(1) ("The term 'ordinary income property'
means property any portion of the gain on which would not have been long term
capital gain if the property had been sold by the donor at its fair market value
at the time of its contribution to the charitable organization.").
112. Seeid.
113. See id.
114. See I.R.C. § 170(a).
115. See Commissioner of Internal Revenue v. Duberstein, 363 U.S. 278, 285
(1960).
116. Id.
117. 447 U.S. 105 (1986).
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expects a substantial benefit in return.""8
Therefore, to be deductible as a charitable contribution
for federal income tax purposes under IRC section 170, a
successful bidder's payment to a nonprofit organization for
auctioned items must be a gift."19 In order for the payment to
be a gift, it must be made to a nonprofit organization without
adequate consideration.' 2' However, because the successful
bidders are purchasing an auctioned item of value, a
presumption arises that no gift has been made for charitable
contribution purposes, but that the payment is the purchase
price.' Therefore, the successful bidders will have the
burden of establishing that the amount paid for the
auctioned items is not the purchase price and that part of the
payment does qualify as a gift. 1
22
To overcome the presumption that no part of their
purchase price was a contribution, one element that the
successful bidders must prove is that the portion of the
payment claimed as a gift represents the excess of the total
amount paid over the value of the consideration received.
123
To satisfy this element, the successful bidders will have to
establish evidence that the payment they made to a nonprofit
organization exceeds the fair market value of the auctioned
items they received. 1
24
The successful bidders should also show that the
payment in excess of the value of the auctioned item received
was made with the intention of making a gift. 125 While this
element is not required, it is highly relevant in overcoming
doubt when there is a close question whether an amount was
118. See td. at 116.
119. See Rev. Rul. 67-246, 1967-2 C.B. 104 ("To be deductible as a
charitable contribution for Federal income tax purposes under section 170 of





123. See id. (providing that to show that a gift has been made, "an essential
element is proof that the portion of the payment claimed as a gift represents the
excess of the total amount paid over the value of the consideration received.").
124. See id.
125. See id ("Another element which is important in establishing that a gift
was made in such circumstances, is evidence that the payment in excess of the
value received was made with the intention of making a gift.").
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in fact paid as a purchase price or as a gift.126 However,
regardless of the successful bidder's intent, a payment only
qualifies as a deduction to the extent that it exceeds the fair
market value of the auctioned items received.
12 7
Since a nonprofit organization's online auction is
designed to solicit payments that are intended to be part gift
and part consideration, the nonprofit organization should
employ procedures to make it clear not only that a gift is
being solicited, but also the amount of the gift solicited in
advance of the auction.1 28 This is particularly important
because the IRS has said that it may subject charitable
deductions claimed with respect to payments made in
connection with events such as auctions to special
scrutiny. 129 Therefore, a nonprofit organization should fix the
fair market value of the price of auctioned items by
comparing them to similarly auctioned items. 130 For example,
hi-tech products, memorabilia, wine, use of vacation homes
and the use of luxury boxes at various sports events are
easily comparable. 3'
If there is no regular market for items that the nonprofit
organization will auction, such as a local celebrity's presence,
then the IRS has said that they will have no value.1 32 If, for
example, a nonprofit organization auctioned off a dinner with
a local celebrity, then the only value of the dinner would be
the cost of a comparable dinner. 33 No charitable deduction is
allowed for services, but if the local celebrities are volunteers,
then they can deduct their out-of-pocket expenses for the







132. See id. ("Where the event has no such counterpart, only that portion of
the payment which exceeds a reasonable estimate of the fair market value of the
admission or other privileges may be designated as a charitable contribution.").
133. See id.
134. See Treas. Reg. § 1.170A- 1(g) ("No deduction is allowable under section
170 for a contribution of services. However, unreimbursed expenditures made
incident to the rendition of services to an organization contributions to which
are deductible may constitute a deductible contribution .... Similarly, out-of-
pocket transportation expenses necessarily incurred in performing donated
services are deductible. Reasonable expenditures for meals and lodging
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counterpart because these are unique items. '35 Therefore, a
nonprofit organization should make a reasonable estimate of
the fair market value of art and other unique items. Only the
portion of the payment that exceeds the fair market estimate
may be designated as a charitable contribution.'36
The fact that a nonprofit organization uses the full
payment made by the successful bidder exclusively for its
exempt purposes does not determine what qualifies as a
contribution.1 37 Additionally, the test of deductibility is not
whether the successful bidder takes the auctioned item or
not, but rather whether the successful bidder has the right to
accept or reject the item.'38 Therefore, if the successful bidder
does not pick up an auctioned item, he or she will not be able
to claim a greater charitable deduction.'
39
C. Valuation, Disclosure, and Other Compliance Obligations
with Respect to Online Fundraising Auctions.
A donor's charitable deduction for a non-cash
contribution generally is the "fair market value" of the
donated property, which is defined as the price at which
property would change hands in an arm's length transaction
between a willing buyer and willing seller.'4 ° If a nonprofit
organization receives donated items, such as publicly traded
securities for its auction, it then can value them using the
mean of the highest and lowest quoted selling prices on the
date of the gift.14' The actual net proceeds realized by a
nonprofit organization from the sale of such items at its
auction will be disregarded. 
42
necessarily incurred while away from home in the course of performing donated
services are also deductible.").
135. See Rev. Rul. 67-246, 1967-2 C.B. 104.
136. See id.
137. See id. at 106 ("The fact that the full amount or a portion of the
payment made by the taxpayer is used by the organization exclusively for
charitable purposes has no bearing upon the determination to be made as to
the value of the admission or other privileges and the amount qualifying as a
contribution.").
138. See id. at 110 ("The test of deductibility is not whether the right to
admission or privilege is exercised but whether the right was accepted or
rejected by the taxpayer.").
139. See td.
140. See Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-I(c)(2).
141. SeeTreas. Reg. § 20.2031-2(b)(1) (2000).
142. See id.
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A nonprofit organization's plans to auction items such as
art, dinners with local celebrities and other hard to value
property will however be subject to penalties for
overvaluation, as well as detailed reporting and appraisal
requirements for substantial gifts of property.'43 Additionally,
if a nonprofit organization sells auctioned items in excess of
$5,000 within two years of the date of the gift, it must fie an
information return (Form 8282).'4 Items valued at less than
$500, however, will not have to be reported if donors sign a
declaration to that effect on Form 8283.145
A nonprofit organization should also ifie an annual
information return reporting contributions of $250 or more to
waive the special substantiation rules for its online auction
donors and bidders.146 First, a nonprofit organization will have
to report the amount of cash and a specific description of
other property contributed (but not its value). 14 Second, a
nonprofit organization will have to disclose any return
benefits in the form of goods and services.141 Third, a
nonprofit organization will have to include a description and
good faith estimate of the value of its auctioned goods and of
the services provided to successful bidders in exchange for
the auction prices. 49 The legislative history makes it clear
that payments are not aggregated to meet the $250
threshold.'50
If a nonprofit organization receives a quid pro quo
contribution to its online auction in excess of $75, then it
must provide a good faith fair market value estimate of the
value of the goods or services and inform the donors that they
may only deduct the amount in excess of the fair market
143. See e.g., Form 8283 (requiring declaration of noncash contributions in
excess of $500 to be reported to the IRS); see I.R.C. §§ 6662(a), 6662(e) (1997)
(providing a substantial valuation misstatement penalty of 20% of the amount
by which the donor's tax is understated as a result of inflation, if an amount
claimed as a charitable deduction is 200% or more than the correct value as
finally determined); I.RC. § 6662(h) (providing that if the value is 400% or more
of the correct amount, the penalty increases to 40% of the tax understatement).
144. See I.R.C. § 6050L (1999).
145. See I.R.C. § 6050L-1.
146. See I.R.C. § 170(f)(8)(A).
147. See I.R.C. § 170(0(8)(B).
148. See d.
149. See id.
150. See H.R. Rep. No. 103-213, 103d Cong., 1st Sess. 63-70 (1993).
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value."' A quid pro quo contribution will be a payment made
partly as a contribution and partly in consideration of return
benefits for the goods or services received.5 2 If a nonprofit
organization does not make the required disclosure, then it
will be subject to a penalty of $10 per contribution, capped at
$5,000 for its online auction, unless it can show that its
failure to disclose was due to reasonable cause.'53 Finally, if a
nonprofit organization's online auction is classified as
unrelated trade or business and generates more than $1,000
of gross income, it is required to file a Form 990-T (Exempt
Organization Business Income Tax Return) on which to




The nonprofit sector has used the Internet to successfully
expand its fundraising methods and revenue sources.
Although it still remains unclear how the IRS will regard
nonprofit organizations' online fundraising activities, the
Internal Revenue Code as well as previous case law and tax
rulings, provide a framework to clarify the uncertainty that
exists. Fortunately, less uncertainty remains regarding the
tax-deduction and compliance obligation issues of online
fundraising activities.
151. SeeI.R.C. § 6115(a) (1999).
152. See I.R.C. § 6115(b).
153. See I.R.C. § 6714 (1999).
154. See Form 990-T.
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